Introduction {#S0001}
============

Poor quality and insufficient sleep are endemic to pregnant women.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0007] Insomnia and sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) are among the two most common sleep issues in the prenatal period. Estimates indicate that insomnia may affect \>50% of the pregnant women and that severity is highest in the 3rd trimester.[@CIT0005] SDB shows similar patterns based on polysomnography (PSG) and home sleep testing (HST) and estimated prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in the US is between 3.6% and 10.5% in the 1st and 2nd trimesters, which increases to 26.7% in the 3rd trimester.[@CIT0008],[@CIT0009] Even absent of a formal OSA diagnosis, 30--40% of the pregnant women endorse snoring, a prognostic marker for OSA.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002],[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007] Like prenatal trends in global sleep disturbance[@CIT0003] and insomnia,[@CIT0005],[@CIT0010] SDB symptoms and OSA frequencies increase as pregnancy progresses.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0003],[@CIT0008]

Prenatal sleep problems warrant serious attention by health-care professionals given that many perinatal complications are associated with insomnia and short sleep (e.g., more Caesarean sections, preterm birth, low birth weight, maternal depression, suicidality)[@CIT0011]--[@CIT0019] and with SDB (e.g., pre-eclampsia, hypertension, diabetes, maternal depression).[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0020]--[@CIT0022] Despite some mixed findings in the literature regarding trajectories of sleep symptoms across pregnancy, compelling evidence including prospective data suggest that sleep problems are most prevalent and severe in late pregnancy.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0005],[@CIT0010],[@CIT0011],[@CIT0023] This tendency is important as it suggests that early detection of sleep difficulties during routine prenatal care with an obstetrician or midwife may provide opportunity for prevention or early intervention, potentially before a sleep disorder becomes fully established or is exacerbated as pregnancy progresses. Early intervention to improve sleep and prevent its deterioration may potentially reduce the risk of the perinatal complications associated with poor maternal sleep.

Identifying groups vulnerable to sleep pathology during pregnancy is critical to maximize the ability to detect at-risk cases early. In the broader adult clinical sleep literature, marginalized populations have been shown to be especially prone to sleep problems and disorders. In the US, sleep morbidity is elevated among individuals of low income and financial strain,[@CIT0024]--[@CIT0027] racial minorities,[@CIT0027]--[@CIT0031] and the obese.[@CIT0032] Sleep disparities in relation to these factors have been explored comparatively less in pregnant women, although some emerging evidence reveals similar trends such that sleep quality is poor among those with low income,[@CIT0001] and that OSA and self-reported SDB symptoms are elevated for pregnant women who identify as black and are obese.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008],[@CIT0021],[@CIT0033]

Yet, the extant literature on prenatal sleep disparities is limited in two key ways: First, sleep disparities is a severely understudied and underappreciated area of research in pregnant women. Income/race/obesity-related disparities have not been the primary focus of prenatal sleep research. Rather, identified disparities have been characterized in prenatal sleep studies as a form of context for primary investigations (e.g., in a prior study on the relationship between snoring and depression during pregnancy, we observed that snorers were more likely to have been obese before pregnancy[@CIT0021]). As a result, current knowledge on sleep disparities in pregnancy remains rather superficial and comprehensive investigations on the topic are non-existent. Second, low socioeconomic status (SES), racial minority status, and obesity are associated with one another,[@CIT0034]--[@CIT0036] but studies examining sleep inequalities related to socioeconomic position, race, or obesity do not routinely control for potential effects of the other factors; this is particularly true in the relatively small body of literature on prenatal sleep. Thus, a critical need exists to characterize common prenatal sleep symptoms and to identify disparities in these parameters related to income, race, and obesity.

As the first comprehensive study of sleep disparities related to poverty, race, and obesity in pregnant women, we took a descriptive and exploratory approach to our data. First, we sought to first characterize the sleep habits of pregnant women in mid-to-late pregnancy, when prenatal sleep is at its worst, and to explore disparities related to poverty, race, and obesity. We examined overall reports of sleep disturbance, insomnia symptoms, short sleep (\<6 hrs/night), sleep aid use, and clinical signs of SDB. Notably, we administered commonly used and standardized sleep measures and reported rates based on all available clinical cutoffs to maximize comprehensiveness of our sleep characterization. We explored sleep disparities in relation to poverty status (based on annual household income and Medicaid insurance coverage), racial minority status, and obesity. Second, we conducted multivariate regression models estimating sleep symptoms as predicted by poverty, race, and obesity, which addressed issues regarding potential confounding associations among these sociodemographic factors while identifying independent associations with key sleep symptoms. Broadly, we predicted that sleep problems would be high during pregnancy and that women in poverty, of minority racial background, and who were obese before and during pregnancy would endorse elevated rates of sleep problems.

Participants And Methods {#S0002}
========================

Participants And Procedures {#S0002-S2001}
---------------------------

The present study was conducted in a 6-hospital health system in Southeastern Michigan. All procedures were approved by the institutional review board. The study was part of a randomized controlled trial (RCT) comparing digital/internet-based cognitive-behavioral therapy for insomnia vs sleep hygiene education on perinatal insomnia. Data collected in this phase of the study were used to screen for eligibility into the RCT. Pregnant women receiving prenatal care in the health system's obstetrics clinics were invited to complete this portion of the study. Due to our focus on mid-to-late pregnancy, only women in the late second trimester and early third trimester were contacted (i.e., all patients between gestational weeks 25 and 30 with listed email contact information in their electronic medical records). Invitations advertising a study on perinatal sleep (without mentioning either that we were focused on poor sleep or that we were evaluating sleep treatments) were sent via email and phone calls to 3585 pregnant obstetric patients. A total of 535 women contacted us with interest in our study. After discussing study details over the phone, 272 women consented to completing the online surveys, which were hosted by Qualtrics. Of the surveys sent, 267 women provided sufficient data for analysis (i.e., reported demographic information and completed at least two primary outcome measures of interest). These data were collected between September 12, 2018 through March 9, 2019.

Measures {#S0002-S2002}
--------

### Sleep Measures {#S0002-S2002-S3001}

Sleep disorder history was assessed by asking all subjects whether they "had ever been diagnosed with insomnia, sleep apnea, or any other sleep disorder?" Those who affirmed were then prompted to specify which diagnosis/es they had received. Insomnia symptoms were measured using the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI).[@CIT0037] Total scores on the ISI represent overall insomnia symptom levels over the prior 2 weeks with higher scores indicating greater severity. The original cutoffs include ISI = 8--14 for subthreshold insomnia and ISI ≥ 15 for clinical insomnia. Psychometric re-evaluation of the ISI offered ISI ≥ 10 as the ideal cut-point for identifying insomnia cases in community samples, and ISI ≥ 11 as the ideal cut-point for identifying cases in clinical samples.[@CIT0038] Global sleep quality/sleep disturbance was measured using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index[@CIT0039] (PSQI). The PSQI measures a wide range of sleep parameters over the past month including sleep duration, sleep latency, sleep aid use, and sleep difficulties related to insomnia, breathing difficulties, environmental stimuli, and other factors over the prior month. A global cutoff score of PSQI \> 5 is the original cutoff for differentiating good vs poor sleepers, which has been widely supported. However, a cut-point of PSQI \> 8 has been recommended for identifying especially poor sleepers within populations marred by elevated sleep disturbance, including patients with cancer[@CIT0040] or traumatic brain injury.[@CIT0041],[@CIT0042] In addition to measuring overall sleep quality, we used the PSQI to classify patients as having short sleep (item 4a: \<6 hr/night), sleep onset insomnia symptoms (item 5a: endorsing inability to fall asleep within 30 mins on ≥3 nights/week) and sleep maintenance insomnia symptoms (item 5b: endorsing difficulties with nighttime awakening and/or early morning awakenings on ≥3 nights/week). This method of classifying sleep onset insomnia symptoms with the PSQI has been supported by prior research,[@CIT0041]--[@CIT0043] and this short sleep cutoff is consistent with current practices for both objective and self-reported sleep duration.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0044] In addition to these measures, subjects were assessed for symptoms of SDB including snoring ("Do you snore?" Yes/No), whether they have stopped breathing during sleep (Yes/No), and whether they have woken up gasping for air (Yes/No).

Sociodemographic characteristics, medical information, and pregnancy-related factors were reported by subjects via an online survey, except for patient insurance provider and body mass index (BMI) prior to pregnancy (within 1 year of study participation) and during pregnancy at time of assessment, which were collected from electronic medical records (EMRs). Notably, pre-pregnancy BMI could not be collected for 41 out of 267 women in our study, because (1) some patients did not have an appointment with a measured weight within a year of participating or (2) some patients were not in our healthcare system until they became pregnant. These women did not differ from the other 226 women in our study on key variables. In the present study, our central focus was to identify disparities in sleep based on poverty, race, and obesity. Thus, poverty was operationalized as a household income \< \$20,000, which is consistent with the US poverty line of \$21,330 for a household of 3 per the US Department of Health and Human Services 2019 Poverty Guidelines and with the operationalization used in a recent large-scale epidemiological study on disparities in sleep symptoms.[@CIT0045] In addition, we examined Medicaid insurance as a proxy indicator of poverty status. Insurance was derived from EMRs and coded as a binary variable (Medicaid or Other insurance) and group comparisons are reported in [[Supplementary Table 1](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=226291.docx)]{.ul}. For our racial comparisons of sleep parameters, we compared only women who self-identified as non-Hispanic white or non-Hispanic black as these were the only two groups with sufficient representation for analysis (we followed these analyses with white vs minority comparisons, the latter group including all non-white individuals. The results are presented in [[Supplementary Table 2](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=226291.docx)]{.ul}, but we caution against over-interpreting these results due to the substantial racial heterogeneity inherent to a broad "minority group"). For our obesity-related comparisons, we used a cutoff of BMI ≥ 35 both prior to and during pregnancy. We specifically chose this cutoff as it represents class II--III obesity, reflects criteria from the widely used STOP-BANG sleep apnea screener,[@CIT0046] and is consistent with data showing that pre-pregnancy BMI ≥ 35 is a better predictor of late-pregnancy OSA than BMI ≥ 25 or ≥30.[@CIT0008]Table 1Sample Demographics And Pregnancy Characteristics (n=267)M±SD, Rangen, %Age29.76±4.72, 20--44EmploymentGestational week27.99±1.20, 25--37 Full-time103/267; 52.1%BMI, pre-pregnancy27.59±7.20, 17.17--70.64 Part-time49/267; 18.4%BMI, at assessment30.65±7.16, 19.13--70.67 Student22/267; 8.2%Exercise3.06±1.90 days/weekRelationship Single25/267; 9.4%Prior Sleep Disorder Diagnosisn, % In relationship, unmarried51/267; 19.1% No diagnosis249/267; 93.3% Married189/267; 70.8% Insomnia9/267; 3.4% Separated or Divorced2/267; 0.7% Sleep apnea8/267; 3.0%Highest education UARS1/267; 0.4% No HS diploma or GED3/267; 1.1% Highschool or GED87/267; 32.6% Trade, technical, vocational15/267; 5.6%Planned pregnancy175/267; 65.5% Associate degree30/267; 11.2%History of miscarriage61/267; 22.8% Bachelor's degree70/267; 26.2%Prior parturition171/267; 64.0% Graduate or Professional Degree52/267; 19.5%Diabetes Doctorate10/267; 3.7% Pre-pregnancy0/267; 0.0%Racial identity Gestational12/267; 4.5% White149/267; 55.8%Pre-eclampsia Black73/267; 27.3% Clinical signs, no diagnosis9/267; 3.4% Asian11/267; 4.1% Diagnosed5/267; 1.9% Middle Eastern12/267; 4.5%Hypertension Hispanic or Latinx10/267; 3.7% Pre-pregnancy5/267; 1.9% Multiracial11/267; 4.1% Gestational2/267; 0.7% Other1/267; 0.4%Poverty (\<\$20K annual income)45/261; 17.2%Medicaid insurance78/267; 29.2%[^1] Table 2Comparing Sleep Parameters Between Pregnant Women Above And Below The Poverty LineAll Women n=267Poverty n=45/261Non-Poverty n=216/261Medicaid insurance78/267; 29.2%40/45; 88.9%36/216; 16.7%*χ*^2^=94.11\*\*\*, RR=5.32Black %73/261; 27.9%27/40; 67.5%42/176; 23.9%*χ*^2^=28.55\*\*\*, RR=2.82BMI, pre-pregnancy M±SD27.59±7.2028.39±7.5727.36±7.15t(218)=0.76, p=0.44 n; % ≥3530/226; 13.38/35; 22.9%21/185; 11.4%*χ*^2^=3.41, p=0.07BMI, at assessment M±SD30.65±7.1631.36±30.3930.39±7.03t(249)=0.79, p=0.43 n; % ≥3556/257; 21.812/41; 29.3%41/210; 19.5%*χ*^2^=1.96, p=0.38ISI M±SD11.12±6.0314.04±6.1610.52±5.83t(259)=3.65\*\*\*, d=0.59 Traditional cutoffs n, %  0--785/267; 31.8%8/45; 17.8%76/216; 35.2%  8--14112/267; 41.9%16/45; 35.6%92/216; 42.6%ISI≥8: *χ*^2^=5.17\*, RR=1.27  15--2870/267; 26.2%21/45; 46.7%48/216; 22.2%ISI≥15: *χ*^2^=11.44\*\*, RR=2.10 Revised cutoffs n, %  ≥10 (Epidemiological)156/267; 58.4%33/45; 73.3%119/216; 55.1%*χ*^2^=5.10\*, RR=1.33  ≥11 (Clinical)143/267; 53.6%32/45; 71.1%107/216; 49.5%*χ*^2^=6.96\*\*, RR=1.44PSQI Total score M±SD8.27±3.719.73±4.117.98±3.58t(259)=2.91\*\*, d=0.45  \>5 (Traditional samples)202/265; 76.2%37/45; 82.2%160/214; 74.8%*χ*^2^=1.14, p=0.29  \>8 (Clinical samples)117/265; 44.2%30/45; 66.7%83/214; 38.8%*χ*^2^=11.75\*\*, RR=1.72 Sleep latency in minutes32.61±25.9943.56±29.2830.37±24.90t(258)=3.13\*\*, d=0.49 Sleep duration  Hours per night6.61±1.356.31±1.706.66±1.26t(259)=−1.59, p=0.11  % \<6 hrs/night65/267; 24.3%16/45; 35.6%48/216; 22.2%*χ*^2^=3.58, p=0.06 Trouble sleep ≥ 3 days/week due to:  Cannot fall asleep within 30 mins84/267; 31.5%%23/45; 51.1%58/216; 26.9%*χ*^2^=10.24\*\*, RR=1.90  Nighttime or early morning waking186/267; 69.7%35/45; 77.8%147/216; 68.1%*χ*^2^=1.67, p=0.20  Needing to use the bathroom217/267; 81.3%41/45; 91.1%171/216; 79.2%*χ*^2^=3.48, p=0.06  Cannot breathe comfortably44/267; 16.5%12/45; 26.7%31/216; 14.4%*χ*^2^=4.10\*, RR=1.85  Cough or snore loudly22/267; 8.2%5/45; 11.1%17/216; 7.9%*χ*^2^=0.51, p=0.48  Bad dreams40/267; 15.0%14/45; 31.1%26/216; 12.0%*χ*^2^=10.44\*\*, RR=2.59  Pain57/267; 21.3%15/45; 33.3%41/216; 19.0%*χ*^2^=4.55\*, RR=1.75 Sleep aid use within past month34/267; 12.7%8/45; 17.8%37/216; 12.0%*χ*^2^=1.08, p=0.30Snoring81/265; 30.6%15/45; 33.3%63/214; 29.4%*χ*^2^=0.27, p=0.61Stop breathing13/265; 4.9%6/45; 13.3%7/214; 3.3%*χ*^2^=7.90\*, RR=4.03Woken up gasping for air24/265; 9.1%11/45; 24.4%13/214; 6.1%*χ*^2^=14.92\*\*\*, RR=4.00[^2]

Analyses {#S0002-S2003}
--------

All analyses were conducted in SPSS version 25 (IBM, Armonk, NY). Results were interpreted as significant when p\<0.05. We first explored descriptives for the full sample including sociodemographics, pregnancy-related information, and sleep parameters. Next, we took a two-step approach to exploring sleep disparities. In step 1, we compared sleep symptoms between groups based on poverty, race (non-Hispanic white vs non-Hispanic black \[the only two racial groups with sufficient representation for comparison\]), and obesity (BMI was ≥35 vs BMI \< 35; separately for pre-pregnancy BMI and during pregnancy BMI at time of assessment). For continuous outcomes, we used independent samples *t*-tests to test for significance and presented effect sizes using Cohen's d. For binary outcomes, we used chi-square analysis and presented effect sizes using rate ratios (RR).

In step 2, we estimated clinical sleep outcomes while controlling for potential confounding associations among poverty, race, and obesity. Specifically, we conducted multiple regression models (linear for continuous outcomes, logistic for binary outcomes) estimating sleep parameters as predicted by poverty status, race (white or black), and obesity to identify which of these factors was/were independently related to sleep problems. Importantly, this two-step process allows us to characterize changes in associations between bivariate models (consistent with extant literature on sleep disparities in the perinatal period) and multivariate models.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Sample Characteristics And Sociodemographics {#S0003-S2001}
--------------------------------------------

Full sample characteristics are reported in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. The average age for women in our sample was 29.76 years (±4.72) and average gestational age was 27.99 weeks (±1.20, range 25--37). Most women planned their pregnancy (65.5%), 22.8% reported a history of miscarriage, and 64.0% were multiparous. Reported rates of diabetes and hypertension (pre-pregnancy or gestational) and pre-eclampsia were low (all \<5%). An estimated 17.2% of the sample reported living in poverty. Slightly over half of the sample identified as non-Hispanic white and a little more than a quarter identified as non-Hispanic black. All other racial categories each represented \<5% of the sample. Prior to pregnancy, mean BMI scores were in the overweight category and 13.3% of the sample had BMI scores ≥ 35. In mid-to-late pregnancy, mean BMI was in the class I obesity range and 21.8% of the sample had BMI scores ≥ 35. Only 18 out of 267 (6.7%) reported having been diagnosed with any sleep disorder in their lifetimes.

Overall Sleep Habits And Parameters {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------

### Sleep Parameters And Disturbance {#S0003-S2002-S3001}

The average nightly reported sleep duration was 6 hrs and 37 mins and 24.3% of the sample reported averaging \<6 hrs of sleep per night. Nearly half of the sample reported napping during the day (n=128/267; 47.9%). Few women (n=9; 3.4%) reported having been diagnosed with insomnia. Per the PSQI, 76.2% of the women screened positive for significant sleep disturbance (i.e., PSQI \> 5; see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} for full results). And when using the more conservative cutoff of PSQI \> 8, typically reserved for populations of especially poor sleepers, 44.2% of the women screened positive for significant sleep disturbance. Similarly, 58.4% of the women in our study screened positive for clinical insomnia based on the revised ISI cutoff for epidemiological research (ISI ≥ 10).[@CIT0038] Importantly, all 9 women with insomnia diagnoses were correctly classified using the ISI ≥ 10 cut-point. However, that meant that 147/156 women who screened positive for insomnia (94.2%) did not report an insomnia diagnosis. A total of 34 women (12.7%) reported having used sleep aids in the prior month.

We then examined factors associated with trouble sleeping ≥3 days per week on the PSQI ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). Waking to use the bathroom (81.3%) and frequent nighttime or early morning awakening (i.e., sleep maintenance insomnia symptoms; 69.7%) were the two most highly endorsed factors associated with persistent sleep difficulties. Inability to fall asleep within 30 mins on ≥3 days/week (i.e., sleep onset insomnia symptoms) was endorsed by 31.5% of the sample, which is consistent with the sample's mean sleep latency of 32.61 mins.

### Sleep-Related Breathing Difficulties {#S0003-S2002-S3002}

Only 8 women had been diagnosed with OSA (3.0%) and 1 woman reported a diagnosis of upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS: 0.4%; [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). By comparison, 30.6% of the women reported that they snore, 4.9% reported that they stop breathing during sleep, and 9.1% reported having woken up gasping for air. Only 6 of the 81 snorers (7.4%) were diagnosed with OSA and none were diagnosed with UARS. Just 5 out of 13 women who reported that they stop breathing during sleep had been diagnosed with sleep apnea and none were diagnosed with UARS. Of the 24 women who reported waking up gasping for air, just 3 (12.5%) had been diagnosed with OSA and none with UARS.

Poverty-Related Disparities In Prenatal Sleep {#S0003-S2003}
---------------------------------------------

We next explored demographic and sleep differences based on poverty status per annual household income and Medicaid status. As expected, most patients below the poverty line were covered by Medicaid insurance ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). And although patterns of sleep disparities were somewhat similar for the two indicators of socioeconomic position, sleep inequalities were more pronounced when comparing groups based on income rather than based on Medicaid insurance. Thus, we primarily focus on income-based poverty status here (see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} for full results), whereas Medicaid-related results can be found in [[Supplementary Table 1](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=226291.docx)]{.ul}. Regarding income-based poverty, black women were nearly three times more likely to live in poverty than white women (RR=2.82; [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). BMI prior to and during pregnancy did not differ between income classes.

Pregnant women in poverty reported moderately greater insomnia symptoms and were more likely to screen positive for clinical insomnia on the ISI than women not in poverty (Cohen's d=0.59; full results in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, PSQI scores were moderately higher among women in poverty relative to those above the poverty line, indicating poorer global sleep quality for pregnant women in poverty (Cohen's d=0.45). Notably, women in poverty were 72% more likely to score in the PSQI \> 8 range than those not in poverty. Despite higher rates of insomnia and sleep disturbance for women in poverty, no group difference in sleep aid use was observed (p=0.30).

In exploring different factors associated with sleep disturbance on ≥3 nights per week ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}), women in poverty, relative to those above the poverty line, were more likely to endorse trouble sleeping due to difficulty falling asleep (RR=1.90), inability to breathe comfortably (RR=1.85), having bad dreams (RR=2.59), and pain (RR=1.75). Average nightly sleep duration (p=0.11) did not differ based on poverty status, although women in poverty had greater sleep discomfort (Cohen's d=0.68).

Sleep-related breathing issues were more commonly reported by women in poverty ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}), including higher rates of waking up gasping for air (RR=4.03) and trouble sleeping due to inability to breathe comfortably (RR=1.85).

Racial Disparities In Prenatal Sleep: Comparing White Vs Black Pregnant Women {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pregnant women identifying as white or black were well represented in this study and were thus appropriate for analysis (see [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} for full results). Black pregnant women were 4.44 times more likely to be in poverty than white pregnant women. BMI before pregnancy and during pregnancy were both higher among black women.Table 3Comparing Sleep Parameters Between Black And White Pregnant WomenAll Women n=267Black n=73/222White n=149/222Poverty %66/261; 25.3%27/69; 39.1%13/147; 8.8%*χ*^2^=28.55\*\*\*, RR=4.44Medicaid insurance78/267; 29.2%34/73; 46.6%26/123; 17.4%*χ*^2^=21.07\*\*\*, RR=2.69BMI, pre-pregnancy M±SD27.59±7.2029.59±8.6627.09±6.57t(191)=2.22\*, d=0.33 n; % ≥3530/226; 13.313/62; 21.0%15/131; 11.5%*χ*^2^=3.07, p=0.08BMI, at assessment M±SD30.65±7.1632.55±8.9030.18±6.19t(213)=2.28\*, d=0.31 n; % ≥3556/257; 21.819/71; 26.8%31/144; 21.5%*χ*^2^=0.73, p=0.39ISI M±SD11.12±6.0312.60±5.7910.36±5.90t(220)=2.68\*\*, d=0.38 Traditional cutoffs n,%  0--785/267; 31.8%13/73; 17.8%59/149; 39.6%  8--14112/267; 41.9%36/73; 49.3%57/149; 38.3%ISI≥8: *χ*^2^=10.62\*, RR=1.29  15--2870/267; 26.2%24/73; 32.9%33/149; 22.1%ISI≥15: *χ*^2^=2.96, p=0.09 Revised cutoffs n,%  ≥10 (Epidemiological)156/267; 58.4%54/73; 74.0%177/149; 51.7%*χ*^2^=10.07\*\*, RR=1.43  ≥11 (Clinical)143/267; 53.6%50/73; 68.5%70/149; 47.0%*χ*^2^=9.13\*\*, RR=1.46PSQI Total score M±SD8.27±3.719.18±3.887.83±3.54t(218)=2.57\*\*\*, d=0.36  \>5 (Traditional samples)202/265; 76.2%60/72; 83.3%108/148; 73.0%*χ*^2^=2.88, p=0.09  \>8 (Clinical samples)117/265; 44.2%46/72; 63.9%54/148; 36.5%*χ*^2^=14.67\*\*\*, RR=1.75 Sleep latency in minutes32.61±25.9938.84±29.3429.32±22.40t(219)=2.67\*\*, d=0.36 Sleep duration  Hours per night6.61±1.356.16±1.336.87±1.23t(220)=−3.95\*\*\*, d=0.55  % \<6 hrs/night65/267; 24.3%28/73; 38.4%26/149; 17.4%*χ*^2^=11.63\*\*, RR=2.21 Trouble sleep ≥ 3 days/week due to:  Cannot fall asleep within 30 mins84/267; 31.5%%30/73; 41.1%39/149; 26.2%*χ*^2^=5.09\*, RR=1.57  Nighttime or early morning waking186/267; 69.7%58/73; 79.5%102/149; 68.5%*χ*^2^=2.94, p=0.09  Needing to use the bathroom217/267; 81.3%61/73; 83.6%122/149; 81.9%*χ*^2^=0.10, p=0.76  Cannot breathe comfortably44/267; 16.5%116/73; 21.9%17/149; 11.4%*χ*^2^=4.28\*, RR=1.92  Cough or snore loudly22/267; 8.2%6/73; 8.2%14/149; 9.4%*χ*^2^=0.08, p=0.77  Bad dreams40/267; 15.0%14/73; 19.2%18/149; 12.1%*χ*^2^=2.00, p=0.16  Pain57/267; 21.3%19/73; 26.0%23/149; 15.4%*χ*^2^=3.58, p=0.60 Sleep aid use within past month34/267; 12.7%12/73; 16.4%19/149; 12.8%*χ*^2^=0.55, p=0.46Snoring81/265; 30.6%29/72; 40.3%44/148; 29.7%*χ*^2^=2.43, p=0.12Stop breathing13/265; 4.9%7/72; 9.7%5/148; 3.4%*χ*^2^=3.78, p=0.05Woken up gasping for air24/265; 9.1%10/72; 13.9%8/148; 5.4%*χ*^2^=4.64\*, RR=2.57[^3]

Insomnia symptoms and rates were higher among black pregnant women than for those identifying as white ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). PSQI scores were also higher among black women (Cohen's d=0.36), who were 75% more likely to score in the PSQI \> 8 range than white women. In exploring different factors associated with sleep disturbance on ≥3 nights per week, black women were more likely to report difficulty falling asleep (RR=1.57) and inability to breathe comfortably (RR=1.92). No racial differences in sleep aid use were observed (p=0.46).

Black pregnant women reported sleeping 43 fewer minutes per night and were twice as likely to report sleeping \<6 hrs/night compared to white women (RR=2.21). Black women also reported higher rates of waking up gasping for air (RR=2.57) and greater discomfort (Cohen's d=0.36), whereas no group differences were found for snoring (p=0.12) or stopping breathing during sleep (p=0.05).

Obesity-Related Disparities In Prenatal Sleep {#S0003-S2005}
---------------------------------------------

We then compared women based on a BMI cutoff of ≥35 (i.e., class II--III obesity) regarding pre-pregnancy and during pregnancy measurements. Pre-pregnancy BMI better differentiated between women with good vs poor sleep in pregnancy. Thus, we present data for pre-pregnancy obesity here in [Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}, whereas data for pregnancy obesity can be found in [[Supplementary Table 3](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=226291.docx)]{.ul}.Table 4Comparing Sleep Parameters Between Women Pre-Pregnancy BMI ≥ 35 Vs BMI \< 35All Women n=267BMI ≥ 35 n=30/226BMI \< 35 n=196/226ISI M±SD11.12±6.0313.50±6.1110.60±6.01t(224)=2.46\*, d=0.46 Traditional cutoffs n, %  0--785/267; 31.8%8/30; 26.7%68/196; 34.7%  8--14112/267; 41.9%8/30; 26.7%82/196; 41.8%ISI≥8: *χ*^2^=0.75, p=0.39  15--2870/267; 26.2%14/30; 46.7%46/196; 23.5%ISI≥15: *χ*^2^=7.18\*\*, RR=1.99 Revised cutoffs n, %  ≥10 (Epidemiological)156/267; 58.4%21/30; 70.0%105/196; 53.6%*χ*^2^=2.85, p=0.09  ≥11 (Clinical)143/267; 53.6%20/30; 66.7%96/196; 49.0%*χ*^2^=3.26, p=0.07PSQI Total score M±SD8.27±3.7110.87±4.327.94±3.63t(222)=4.00\*\*\*, d=0.73  \>5 (Traditional samples)202/265; 76.2%24/30; 80.0%145/194; 74.7%*χ*^2^=0.39, p=0.53  \>8 (Clinical samples)117/265; 44.2%21/30; 70.0%81/194; 41.8%*χ*^2^=8.36\*\*, RR=1.67 Sleep latency in minutes32.61±25.9941.83±28.4530.90±24.91t(223)=2.20\*, d=0.41 Sleep duration  Hours per night6.61±1.355.93±1.556.71±1.29t(224)=--2.99\*\*, d=0.55  % \<6 hrs/night65/267; 24.3%14/30; 46.7%42/196; 21.4%*χ*^2^=8.89\*\*, RR=2.18 Trouble sleep ≥ 3 days/week due to:  Cannot fall asleep within 30 mins84/267; 31.5%%13/30; 43.3%58/196; 29.6%*χ*^2^=2.28, p=0.13  Nighttime or early morning waking186/267; 69.7%27/30; 90.0%133/196; 67.9%*χ*^2^=6.17\*, RR=1.33  Needing to use the bathroom217/267; 81.3%29/30; 96.7%156/196; 79.6%*χ*^2^=5.11\*, RR=1.21  Cannot breathe comfortably44/267; 16.5%8/30; 26.7%32/196; 16.3%*χ*^2^=1.91, p=0.17  Cough or snore loudly22/267; 8.2%2/30; 6.7%17/196; 8.7%*χ*^2^=0.14, p=0.71  Bad dreams40/267; 15.0%7/30; 23.3%28/196; 14.3%*χ*^2^=1.63, p=0.20  Pain57/267; 21.3%7/30; 23.3%41/196; 20.9%*χ*^2^=0.09, p=0.76 Sleep aid use within past month34/267; 12.7%8/30; 26.7%22/196; 11.2%*χ*^2^=5.39\*, RR=2.38Snoring81/265; 30.6%17/30; 56.7%56/195; 28.7%*χ*^2^=9.27\*\*, RR=1.98Stop breathing13/265; 4.9%4/30; 13.3%8/195; 4.1%*χ*^2^=4.39\*, RR=3.24Woken up gasping for air24/265; 9.1%2/30; 6.7%16/195; 8.2%*χ*^2^=0.08, p=0.77[^4]

Obese women prior to pregnancy reported greater insomnia severity and higher rates of clinically severe insomnia (ISI ≥ 15) than women whose pre-pregnancy BMI was \<35 ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, obese women reported greater global sleep disturbance, were 67% more likely to score in the PSQI \> 8 range, and were twice as likely to use sleep aids (RR=2.38) as compared to non-obese women before pregnancy.

In exploring different factors associated with sleep disturbance on ≥3 nights per week ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}), obese women attributed sleep difficulties to waking up during the night or early morning (RR=1.33) and needing to use the bathroom (RR=1.21).

Obese women slept 47 mins fewer per night and were more than twice as likely to sleep \<6 hrs at night (RR=2.18) compared to women with pre-pregnancy BMI \< 35 ([Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}). Rates of self-reported snoring (RR=1.98) and stopping breathing during sleep (RR=3.24) were higher among obese women, who also reported greater discomfort during sleep (d=0.43).

Specificity Of Associations Among Poverty, Race, Class II--III Obesity, And Sleep {#S0003-S2006}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lastly, we regressed sleep outcomes of clinical interest (insomnia symptoms, sleep duration, SDB symptoms, sleep aid use) onto poverty status, race (white vs black), and class II--III obesity to identify independent associations between sleep parameters and these co-occurring phenomena. We tested multivariate linear regression for continuous outcomes and multivariate logistic regression for binary outcomes. We considered age as a potential covariate, but analyses showed that age was not associated with any of the sleep outcomes, likely due to restriction of range in this pregnant sample (20--44 years).

When controlling for the effects of race and BMI, multivariate regression models revealed that poverty was independently related to greater insomnia symptoms and greater odds of endorsing sleep onset insomnia, nightmare-related sleep disturbance, and breathing-related sleep difficulties (see [Table 5](#T0005){ref-type="table"} for full results). Race, however, was only related to sleep duration when controlling for effects related to poverty and class II--III obesity. Specifically, black women slept 31 fewer minutes than white women. Women who were obese before pregnancy reported poorer global sleep quality, shorter sleep duration (by 41 minutes), and greater sleep difficulties related to snoring, relative to women whose pre-pregnancy BMI was \< 35. Notably, class II--III obesity before pregnancy was associated with greater odds of sleep aid use during pregnancy (Odds Ratio \[OR\]=2.64, p\<0.05) while controlling for the effects of race and poverty.Table 5Regressing Sleep Parameters On BMI, Race, And Poverty StatusOutcomePredictorsLinear Regression ModelsbβpISIF(3,183)=5.14, p\<0.01Poverty2.840.180.03Black1.320.100.20BMI ≥ 351.910.110.12PSQIF(3,181)=6.17, p\<0.01Poverty1.160.120.15Black0.560.070.39BMI ≥ 352.580.24\<0.01Sleep DurationF(3,183)=5.64, p\<0.01Poverty−0.13−0.040.64Black−0.51−0.180.02BMI ≥ 35−0.68−0.190.01Logistic Regression ModelsbOR (95% CI)pSleep Onset Insomnia*χ*^2^=7.67, p=0.05Poverty1.032.81 (1.16, 6.78)0.02Black0.05--0.90BMI ≥ 350.25--0.61Sleep Maintenance Insomnia*χ*^2^=7.64, p=0.08Poverty0.18--0.74Black0.49--0.26BMI ≥ 351.12--0.08Breathing-related sleep disturbance*χ*^2^=9.72, p=0.02Poverty1.625.06 (1.99, 12.86)\<0.01Black0.58--0.40BMI ≥ 35−0.07--0.91Nightmare-related sleep disturbance*χ*^2^=9.79, p=0.02Poverty1.313.72 (1.34, 10.31)0.01Black0.25--0.61BMI ≥ 350.04--0.92Pain-related sleep disturbance*χ*^2^=6.32, p=0.10Poverty0.80--0.10Black0.45--0.30BMI ≥ 35−0.27--0.63Snoring*χ*^2^=7.93, p\<0.05Poverty−0.28--0.55Black0.53--0.15BMI ≥ 350.972.64 (1.14, 6.15)0.02Sleep aid use*χ*^2^=5.27, p=0.15Poverty−0.11--0.84Black0.49--0.30BMI ≥ 350.972.64 (1.01, 6.91)\<0.05[^5]

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

In a sample of 267 pregnant women from Metro Detroit, we characterized sleep habits and quantitative parameters and identified sleep disparities related to poverty, race, and class II--III obesity. Over three-quarters of the women in our study were classified as having significant sleep disturbance on a commonly used and standardized measure of global sleep quality. When examining different sleep health domains: over half of the sample screened positive for clinically significant insomnia symptoms, a quarter of the sample reported short sleep (\<6 hrs/night), and nearly one-third of the women reported snoring. Critically, three groups of pregnant women were identified as having particularly elevated rates of sleep issues: women in poverty, women who self-identified as non-Hispanic black, and women with class II--III obesity, particularly before pregnancy. These results offer preliminary evidence that women at risk for prenatal sleep issues may be identifiable early in pregnancy based on routinely assessed sociodemographic characteristics in prenatal care.

Sleep Habits And Problems In Mid-To-Late Pregnancy {#S0004-S2001}
--------------------------------------------------

### Insomnia And Short Sleep {#S0004-S2001-S3001}

Over half of our sample screened positive for clinically significant insomnia, but only 9 women reported an insomnia diagnosis. This suggests that upwards of 95% of the cases go undetected through mid and late pregnancy, which is of serious concern given the negative perinatal outcomes associated with insomnia and insufficient sleep,[@CIT0011]--[@CIT0019] particularly since these women were actively engaged in routine prenatal care allowing opportunity for detection. Consistent with epidemiological and obstetric clinic data,[@CIT0001],[@CIT0010] sleep maintenance insomnia was the primary insomnia complaint, although sleep-onset symptoms were also elevated compared to the general population. Notably, no particular insomnia phenotype appears to dominate clinical presentations of the broader female insomnia population in the US[@CIT0047] (except that sleep maintenance difficulty is also the cardinal feature of menopausal insomnia[@CIT0048]).

Pregnant women were 1.5 times more likely to report short sleep relative to observations in a prior study of adults recruited from the same geographical area (24% in pregnant women vs 16% in broader adult population in Metro Detroit[@CIT0028]). This is especially concerning given the high rates of insomnia in our sample. Research shows that short sleep augments the pathogenicity of insomnia such that individuals with both insomnia and short sleep are at higher risk for psychiatric illness, cardiovascular disease, and metabolic disorders than those who have short sleep *or* insomnia alone in non-pregnant samples, particularly when short sleep is objectively assessed.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0044] It is unclear, however, the extent to which subjects had short sleep due to exogenous factors (i.e., environmental factors such as insufficient sleep opportunity) vs endogenous factors (i.e., inability to sleep longer despite sufficient opportunity). This is an important distinction as endogenously and exogenously shortened sleep may differentially affect perinatal outcomes and because targets for intervention would differ. It is also notable that half of the women in our study reported napping during the day, which may represent compensatory behavior for insufficient sleep, yet it is unknown whether napping counteracts the effects of short nighttime sleep or is a contributing factor to poor nocturnal sleep.

### Sleep-Related Breathing Difficulties {#S0004-S2001-S3002}

The women in our study endorsing SDB symptoms far outnumbered those who reported a diagnosis of SDB. Only 3.0% of the women reported an OSA diagnosis, which is much lower than estimated prevalence rates of 8.3% in the 2nd trimester[@CIT0009] and 26.7% in the 3rd trimester.[@CIT0008] Although certainly not all pregnant women who endorse snoring or other breathing difficulties necessarily have SDB, our data coupled with prevalence rates suggest that many cases of SDB appear to go undetected or undiagnosed through mid and late pregnancy. Importantly, even when pregnant women do not undergo PSG to test for sleep-related breathing disorders, self-reported snoring itself has been linked to serious perinatal complications.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0020],[@CIT0021] Clinical settings and research studies should endeavor to using cutting-edge screening tools to detect probably SDB in pregnant women, which may include consideration of multiple factors such as age, BMI, and frequent snoring.[@CIT0049]

Poverty-Related Disparities In Prenatal Sleep {#S0004-S2002}
---------------------------------------------

At 17.2% in our sample, estimated poverty rates in our study were higher than the US Census Bureau's most recent nationwide poverty estimate of 12.3%.[@CIT0050] Further, 3 out of every 10 women in our study were on Medicaid, which was strongly linked to poverty status. Several sleep problems were elevated for women in poverty, many of which have been linked to stress in the broader insomnia literature. Insomnia symptom severity and rates were much higher for pregnant women in poverty compared to those above the poverty line. This is consistent with prior research showing that poor sleep is strongly associated with poverty and financial strain.[@CIT0024]--[@CIT0026] Women in poverty were twice as likely to endorse symptoms of sleep-onset insomnia, although sleep maintenance insomnia did not differ between groups. Women in poverty were also at greater risk of endorsing trouble sleeping due to bad dreams. As sleep onset insomnia is characterized by stress dysregulation in the form of presleep cognitive arousal,[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052] this disparity may be influenced in part to higher levels of nocturnal rumination and/or worry among women living in poverty. Indeed, presleep cognitions often reappear during REM dreaming,[@CIT0053] thus ruminating or worrying about financial hardships and other low SES-related stressors may also contribute to higher rates of nightmare-related sleep difficulties. Importantly, when controlling for the effects of class II--III obesity and race, poverty remained independently associated with insomnia severity, sleep onset insomnia, and nightmare-related sleep disturbance. Future studies should investigate whether stress mediates the association between poverty and sleep disturbance, which could be helpful in identifying therapeutic targets to reduce risk for poor sleep in marginalized pregnant women.

Women in poverty, relative to those above the poverty line, also endorsed higher rates of sleep disturbance due to difficulty breathing, stopping breathing during sleep, and waking up gasping for air. When controlling for class II--III obesity and race, poverty status remained a significant risk factor for breathing-related sleep disturbance. However, quite notably, snoring did not differ between income groups. As such, our data only partially support women in poverty as being more likely to endorse clinical signs of sleep breathing difficulties. Even so, a recent large-scale epidemiological study of US adults found that, although poverty was associated with several sleep problems, this was not the case when controlling for other aspects of socioeconomical status.[@CIT0045] Thus, it is possible that poverty in our study would no longer correspond to breathing-related sleep disturbance when accounting for additional economic factors.

Racial Disparities In Prenatal Sleep: Comparing White Vs Black Pregnant Women {#S0004-S2003}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Race-related differences in sleep were arguably most notable for being wide-ranging, until statistically controlling for the effects of class II--III obesity and poverty. That is, black non-Hispanic women, relative to white non-Hispanic women, endorsed greater insomnia symptoms, sleep onset insomnia, sleep-related breathing problems, and shorter sleep duration. However, when controlling for the effects of class II--III obesity and poverty, the only difference between white and black pregnant women regarding aspects of sleep we measured was sleep duration. That is, black women reported shorter sleep duration than white women, even when controlling for BMI and poverty status. This finding is highly consistent with prior research utilizing subjective and objective sleep assessments showing that black people sleep shorter than white people in the US.[@CIT0028]--[@CIT0030] Yet, all of the other sleep problems that were elevated among black women in our study disappeared when controlling for BMI and income. Relative to whites in our study, black women were 4.44 times more likely to be in poverty and had higher BMI prior to and during pregnancy. Thus, it is of little surprise that race-related differences in socioeconomical status and overall health appear to contribute to many of the racial disparities in sleep.

Class II--III Obesity And Disparities In Prenatal Sleep {#S0004-S2004}
-------------------------------------------------------

Pre-pregnancy BMI was a more robust predictor of prenatal sleep than BMI during pregnancy, which suggests that pre-pregnancy BMI is a superior indicator of overall health. Women who were severely obese (BMI ≥ 35) before pregnancy later reported greater sleep maintenance insomnia symptoms, use of sleep aids during pregnancy, snoring, stopping breathing during sleep, and trouble sleeping related frequent need to use the bathroom at night. When controlling for the effects of race and poverty status, class II--III obesity was related to greater global sleep disturbance via the PSQI, snoring, sleep aid use, and shorter sleep duration. These data suggest that BMI before pregnancy (and potentially even in the early stages of pregnancy before notable weight gain) may be a marker of risk for sleep problems and/or their exacerbation during pregnancy, particularly regarding difficulties related to breathing and the use of sleep aids. This result supports a previous finding by our team that pre-pregnancy obesity is related to snoring during pregnancy.[@CIT0021] Further, the association between obesity and SDB symptoms is consistent with evidence that high BMI is the most robust risk factor for OSA in non-pregnant women.[@CIT0032] However, BMI has been shown to be a poor predictor of UARS in non-pregnant women.[@CIT0054] Research is needed to better identify early signs of risk of UARS in pregnant women.

Notably, the PSQI is a global measure of sleep quality and disturbance as it assesses insomnia, breathing-related problems, sleep duration, and other aspects of sleep health. Thus, if a patient screens positive on the PSQI, the questionnaire should be flagged and further evaluated at the item-level to better understand the source of sleeping difficulties experienced.

Sleep Aid Use In Pregnancy {#S0004-S2005}
--------------------------

Sleep aid use was reported by 12.7% of the women in our study and obesity prior to pregnancy was associated with greater likelihood using sleep aids later in pregnancy. Given that our study and prior research have shown that perinatal obesity is most closely linked to SDB,[@CIT0008],[@CIT0011],[@CIT0020] it is possible that obese women in our study were more likely to have taken sleep aids to combat symptoms of SDB, which may masquerade as insomnia (e.g., sleep breathing difficulties leading to awakenings). Given that some sedative hypnotics with widespread central nervous system suppression can negatively affect breathing during sleep,[@CIT0055] using sleep aids could potentially worsen SDB in pregnant women. Given the high rates of sleep disturbance and insomnia in this population, identifying pharmacological and nonpharmacological behavioral treatment options for pregnant women that are both safe and effective for acute and/or chronic use holds immense potential and is a critical need for improving quality of life and emotional health for pregnant women.

Limitations {#S0005}
===========

Our study findings should be interpreted in the context of important methodological limitations. The study was cross-sectional and pre-pregnancy sleep parameters are unknown. Thus, we cannot determine the directionality or causality of associations based on our data. Further, data are mixed regarding whether sleep quality changes drastically across pregnancy;[@CIT0001],[@CIT0003],[@CIT0005],[@CIT0012],[@CIT0056] therefore, we cannot determine the extent to which high rates of sleep disturbance in our sample represent changes from pre-pregnancy baseline. Along these lines, if sleep quality does indeed change across pregnancy, then our data best reflect presentations for pregnant women in mid and late pregnancy, and thus may not accurately reflect sleep and related factors in earlier stages of pregnancy. Additionally, our sample does not likely represent the broader US population of pregnant women. As our study derived its sample from the Metro Detroit area, rates of insomnia, snoring, and other sleep phenotypes may better reflect populations with similar demographic characteristics. By extension, only women identifying as non-Hispanic white and non-Hispanic black were sufficiently represented to be included in racial disparity analyses. Thus, race-related differences pertaining to Hispanic, Latinx, Asian, and other groups were not explored here. Additionally, as the study was web-based, we were unable to include potential participants without reliable internet access, many of whom may have low socioeconomic position.

Notably, all sleep and most health (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, pre-eclampsia) data were self-reported. While patient impressions of their sleep are uniquely important, subjective impressions on sleep duration and sleep breathing issues can be inconsistent with objective data and even partner reports. Indeed, emerging evidence suggests that screening for SDB should include multiple factors including BMI, age, and frequent snoring. When possible, future research should consider using objective sleep assessments and partner reports of sleep. Similarly, health-care providers may seek partner input on patient sleep (e.g., to determine snoring) when available and appropriate. Lastly, in an effort to be comprehensive, the present study involved multiple statistical analyses. As each test performed increases chances of type I errors, these results of this exploratory project should be replicated in future projects examining sleep disparities in pregnant women for confirmation. Despite the heightened risk for type I errors for multiple analyses, it is important to emphasize that our sleep disparity findings are consistent with results in non-pregnant adult populations, as outlined above.

Conclusions {#S0006}
===========

Insomnia and sleep-related breathing problems disproportionately affect pregnant women in poverty, who self-identify as racially black, and are obese before pregnancy. Our findings may guide the generation of research ideas to prospectively investigate differential trajectories of sleep symptoms for marginalized populations. In addition, these populations of women may be targeted for prevention or early intervention. Pregnant women are typically involved in routine prenatal care with regular visits; thus, obstetricians and midwives have the opportunity to identify at-risk women and monitor sleep across pregnancy. Consideration should be given to placing greater emphasis on sleep health and monitoring during prenatal care in obstetrics clinics and to better educate patients on the signs and symptoms of sleep disorders. Future research is needed to examine what extent these health disparities pre-exist pregnancy vs develop gestationally.
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index (kg/m^2^), derived from electronic medical records; UARS, upper airway resistance syndrome; HS, High school; GED, General Education Development degree.

[^2]: **Notes:** Poverty = annual household income \< \$20,000. p represents statistical significance level of non-significant findings. Significant results are demarcated by \*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001.

    **Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index (kg/m^2^), derived from electronic medical records; M, mean; SD, standard deviation; ISI, insomnia severity index; PSQI, Pittsburgh sleep quality index. t-statistic for comparison of independent groups; d, Cohen's d. *χ*^2^ represents chi-square; RR, rate ratio.

[^3]: **Notes:** Poverty = annual household income \< \$20,000. p represents statistical significance level of non-significant findings. Significant results are demarcated by \*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001.

    **Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index (kg/m2), derived from electronic medical records; M, mean; SD, standard deviation; ISI, insomnia severity index; PSQI, Pittsburgh sleep quality index. t-statistic for comparison of independent groups. d, Cohen's d. *χ*^2^ represents chi-square; RR, rate ratio.

[^4]: **Notes:** p represents statistical significance level of non-significant findings. Significant results are demarcated by \* p\<0.05. \*\* p\<0.01. \*\*\*p\<0.001.

    **Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index (kg/m^2^), derived from electronic medical records; M, mean; SD, standard deviation; ISI, insomnia severity index; PSQI, Pittsburgh sleep quality index. t-statistic for comparison of independent groups; d, Cohen's d. *χ*^2^ represents chi-square; RR, rate ratio.

[^5]: **Notes:** Poverty = annual household income \< \$20,000. Sleep duration, sleep onset insomnia, sleep maintenance insomnia, nightmare-related sleep disturbance, pain-related sleep disturbance, and sleep aid use were all derived and dichotomized based on responses to individual items on the PSQI. Subjects who endorsed trouble sleeping ≥ 3 days/week due to these issues were categorized as positive cases, whereas subjects who experienced these symptoms \<3 days/week were categorized as negative cases. F-statistic represents overall linear regression model fit. χ^2^ represents overall logistic regression model fit. b = unstandardized regression coefficients. β = standardized regression coefficient for linear model predictors. p = statistical significance.

    **Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index (kg/m^2^), derived from electronic medical records. BMI ≥ 35 represents class II--III obesity; ISI, insomnia severity index; PSQI, Pittsburgh sleep quality index; OR, odds-ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
